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stealing all of epsilon's military technology is not the only way that marissa pulls off her coup. she is also able to circumvent vault security and gain access to the vault of nyx, where she steals and sells a vault-tec anti-septic ray gun from the vault. when pellanar realizes that the nighthawks will not stop them in their attempts
to rescue her, he and juarez decide to try their own plans. it turns out that while juarez was swooning over juarez, pellanar was busy running off to marissa. alive, marissa is trapped in the vault during the automated lockdown when the system detects movement in the archives. there is no way for her to escape, but pellanar is
still unwilling to give up on her. he frees marissa from the lockdown and lets her die with his own hands. juarez is not the only one who has played a dirty trick on pellanar. leviathans keep tricking pellanar into traps, such as one that hides a bomb for them in the archives and one that puts pellanar into a coma. their ultimate
goal is to kick pellanar out of the archives, away from the vault, where they plan to steal all the secrets. eyes wide open, pellanar manages to access the archives and track down the leviathans. his whole life he was taught the secret of the leviathans and how they control the ancients. his goal is to expose their secrets and
strike back at them. pelling the leviathans, pellanar is a changed man. he is not only willing to exploit the vault's deepest secrets for his own gain, but to kill the leviathans as well. he chooses to wear the mask of a corrupt dictator, calling himself the top hat, and claiming he has an army of nighthawks to back up his claim. he
gains complete control of the world through his proxy, holly blitnick. her access to the vault will become the key to revolution.
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